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Permanent stations participated and 
mobile stations were deployed to 

observe the event.

Permanent stations are the blue pins 
including the 3 largest observatories 

in Andalucia (Calar Alto, Sierra 
Nevada and La Sagra), Brown pins 
are the deployed stations from the 
IAA team, green pins are those by 
the ocultaas amateur deployment 

We had good weather in general as 
shown in the weather satellite at 

3:45 UT

There are positive detections from 
17 sites and 2 close negatives. At 
several sites there were multiple 

telescopes. For instance, at Calar Alto 
observatory we had 7 telescopes, so 

in total we have 26 positive 
recordings. 

Occultation by Leona 13 Sept 2023. GREAT SUCCESS



Close up view of the 25 participating stations, not including 
Murcia, outside the map.

Occultation by Leona 13 Sept 2023

The map shows two possible paths based on two different predictions, one using the JPL69 orbit 
and the other one taking into account an update using images of Leona on 3 nights taken with the 
2m LT telescope at La Palma observatory. An assumed diameter of 61km was used.



A paper on the preliminary occultation results is about to be 
submitted by Ortiz, Kretlow, Schnabel et al. (2023) to 

Astronomy and Astrophysics letters and simultaneously to 
Arxiv so that everybody can have a quick access to the 

preliminary results. We expect to submit it by Monday or 
Tuesday.

In the preliminary analysis Leona appears to be somewhat 
larger than most of the predictions and we have determined 

the long and short axis and the orientation. Stay tuned as 
results will soon be released, as well as a position to update 

the orbit.

Numerous resources and efforts have been made to achieve 
this in the professional and amateur field. It is important that 
citations to the paper be made when referring to the results. 

We are still working on the rotational light curve to derive the 
rotational phase at the time of the occultation, which is also 

relevant for the 12 december 2023 Betelgeuse event.

Occultation by Leona 13 Sept 2023



(319) Leona ocults UCAC4 521-014751 on 2023 Sep 13



Ferran Casarramona, Toni Selva, Carlos Perelló, Carles Schnabel



...with Eric Smith and Miguel Gil



Selva’s station at Mirador del Negratín



Casarramona’s station at Complejo Astronómico Los Coloraos



Results from IOTA observers

R. Gonçalves
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J. Rovira



J. Rovira
1.8 s



Perelló – Schnabel
2.4 s



T. Selva
2.8 s



F. Casarramona – M. Gil – E. Smith
2.7 s

C-9 + Watec + KIWI

C-11 + ASI174MM cool + Meinberg + ser

C-14 + ASI6200MM Pro + Meinberg + fits

Delay: 126 ms Delay: 84 ms



J. Delgado
2.35 s





Betelgeuse occultation 2023, Dec 12



Sevilla
Jaén

Alicante

Betelgeuse occultation 2023, Dec 12
Where to meet



Betelgeuse occultation 2023, Dec 12

At the moment, write to me
schnabelcarles@gmail.com

Interactive map:
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/2/edit?mid=1litF
RSEU6DuXqaaUhVdMqb-AWJQBlyM&usp=sharing



Carles Schnabel & Jose Luis Ortiz
email: ortiz@iaa.es

¡ MUCHAS GRACIAS !

Haumea artistic impression IAA-CSIC

THANKS !

mailto:psantos@iaa.es

